SOFTWARE SOLUTION

M1 FLEET ENTERPRISE
SELF-HOSTED SERVER SOFTWARE FOR LOCAL CONTROL & PRIVACY
Tramigo M1 Fleet Enterprise is designed to bring the full features of enterprise vehicle tracking and ﬂeet
management software to a privately hosted environment.
Suitable when your operational requirements dictate
that your ﬂeet management software must be
hosted on a privately-owned server, or within the
borders of your own country.
Tramigo's unique combined online/offline tracking
technology that allows to track vehicles in real-time
with or without Internet access has proven to be the
winning concept among corporate fleet owners and
public sectors organization, offering maximum
reliability (especially in areas with bad networks),
privacy and control.
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FULL CONTROL OVER OPERATIONAL SECURITY
Visual mapping options can be commercial options such as Google or OSM, but for added privacy, custom local visual
mapping options with military enriched TLD landmarks and user designed embedded user locations is an alternative.

TRUSTED BY GOVERNMENT SECURITY PROFESSIONALS

OPERATIONAL SECURITY
A perfect solution for governments, military
customers and companies requiring full control over
privacy and operational security.Tramigo M1 Fleet
Enterprise is a self-hosted client-server application
that together with Tramigo’s tracking platforms help
you eﬃciently track, monitor, and manage your
ﬂeets. It is recommended for recovery and tracking
service providers or anyone who has a large ﬂeet.

M1 FLEET ENTERPRISE (M1FE) FEATURES
When a high priority alert is triggered, you will get notiﬁcations in our Quick Alerts pop-up

✓Harsh acceleration reports
✓Harsh braking reports
✓ Driver monitoring
✓Excessive idling reports
✓Scheduled reports
✓Geo-zone over-speed
✓Virtual odometer
✓ignition alerts

✓Panic alert
✓On screen alerts
✓Battery disconnect and low battery alerts
✓Geo-zone & route violation alerts Fuel monitoring
✓Unauthorized movement alerts
✓Vehicle immobilization alerts
✓Road speed limit alerts

M1FE WITH TRAMIGO EMBEDDED INTEL IS PERFECT FOR REMOTE AREAS

M1 MOVE
M1 Move is a real-time SMS security alarm app which allows
you to get all important notiﬁcations and alerts to your phone
in real-time by SMS even without access to Internet. You can
receive instant tracking reports such as vehicle’s exact
location, ﬂeet vehicle speed, fuel consumptions and all other
notiﬁcations. The devices can also be controlled by M1 Move
in the ﬁeld and vehicles can be immobilized.

Speed limit detected
moving, at Kenya Army Armoury,
Ruiru, Kiambu, KE, -1.21936,
Penang Adventist
36.95984, Moving,
S withatspeed
106 km/h,
Hospital, Bukit Bendera, Pulau
08:10 Feb 19
Penang, MY, 5.43235, 100.30528, NE
with speed 50 km/h, 14:18 Feb 25

Alarm detected, panic
button activated, parked,
at Kenya Army Armoury,
Ruiru, Kiambu, KE,
-1.21936, 36.95984,
08:10 Feb 19
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